MINI5280 New sletter- October 2016
Hi there, this is just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you are a MINI5280 club member. Don’t forget to add secretary@mini5280.org to
your address book so w e’re sure to land in your inbox!

IN THIS ISSUE

Hi there!
I want to alert you watch out for several smaller submissions this month that are not
listed under In This Issue, so be sure to look through thoroughly for those
gems…and, of course, for some more info on the much anticipated Yalla Yalla and a
MITM update!
Many members have been seen with items featuring our new logos (badge, pen,
post-it pad, keychain, sticker and decal). These items have, thus far, been exclusive
to the packets that new members receive upon signing up. Because of the redesign
we also designated that renewals through 2016 will also be getting a packet.
We’ve received several inquiries regarding availability of these items and have
discussed selling them a la carte for a small charge which has yet to be determined.
As much as we want to please everyone by providing you with our fun goodies, the
fact of the matter is that our current little bank can only go so far. As soon as the
numbers are crunched be assured that we will let you know. In the meantime, head
over to our Café Press Store (the link is somewhere near the bottom of the
newsletter) and get in on other fun items such as t-shirts, hats, phone covers and
mugs!













Club Links
1.
2.
3.
4.

Remember that the DUE DATE FOR NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS IS THE 1 ST
OF THE MONTH. If I don’t get it, you won’t see it! Please email all newsletter
submissions, feedback, questions, and any ideas for the club to
secretary@mini5280.org.
Diana Peterman
MINI5280 Secretary

Welcome New Members
President’s Message
MITM Update
Merch Madness Promo
What Happened Last Month
Brian’s Bulletin
MINItainment
Currently Scheduled Upcoming Events
Yalla Yalla Update
Membership Info
MINI5280 Merchandise

5.
6.
7.
8.

Website: http://mini5280.org/
Facebook: MINI5280
A Facebook place for members to talk
about all things MINI: MINI5280
Conversations
A Facebook place to check on club drives
and events: MINI5280 Club Drives
A Facebook place for members to post
classifieds: MINI5280 Buy/Sell/Trade
Our national event: MINIs In the Mountains
Our sister club: MiniCOW- Minis of
Colorado and Wyoming
A local classic Mini club: Minis of the
Rockies (MOTR)

Please welcome our new members:
 Robert Montoya
 Eric Larson
 Lisa Robb

 Joshua Leonardy
 Jennifer Conley
 James Anthony
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Greetings MINI5280 Members, MINIons, MINIacs!
Fall is here as is All Hallow’s Eve (Halloween), cooler weather and
a host of MINI5280 Events! Check your calendars, our social media
(fb) sites and emails for ride announcements, club happenings and
some spooktacular get-togethers!
We’ve wrapped up an outstanding September where Mother Nature
did not disappoint in her color palette as well as very comfortable
sunny days and milder temperatures. Drives in the mountains; a
fantastic trip to Lee Maxwell’s Washing Machine Museum, Bruce’s
Tavern and the twisties of Rist Canyon; a very educational day at
Adam’s Polishes, The Shelby Museum and the backroads of Boulder and Jefferson Counties for
more twisty adventures; a delicious Pot Luck Barbecue (Thank you to The Bensons for hosting); and
a gorgeous 6th Annual Fall Colors Run through Loveland, Hoosier and Guanella Passes! All in all
over 75 cars and 100+ members came out to “play” in September and add smiles and miles of MINI
FUN!
Thank you to all who participated, hope to see you again..Motor On!
Onward & Upward,
Chris Chappell
president@mini5280.org

Greetings again all MINI5280 Members, MINIons, MINIacs!
The planning for MITM 2017 in beautiful (family friendly) Steamboat Springs (SS) is in motion as I
took a trip recently for scouting purposes and meetings at our Headquarter Hotel:
http://steamboatgrand.com
There was great success, enthusiasm and creative ideas from the entire SS community! More details
to follow in an upcoming email. In a nutshell, SS as a town and community are very excited for our
arrival: 08/09 - 08/13/17!
**And a little teaser, there will be a corresponding event which will fit in nicely with our local and
global MINI community participants during our stay: http://steamboatwinefestival.com **
We’ll be updating the MITM site as we move forward and the web portal should be open within a
month or so as we iron out the kinks, set up the registration page and get ready to go live!
Hold on to your steering wheels and..Motor On..! :) Chris Chappell
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The rules are easy:
1. Purchase an item from the MINI5280 Store.
2. Get “caught” wearing or having it with you at any event.
3. Win a small surprise!
The SMALL print:
 To win the small surprise you must be documented
(photographed) with your merchandise at an event by an officer and it
must be submitted to secretary@mini5280.org for publication in
newsletter. This will serve as official acknowledgment for receipt of
the surprise.
 Surprises are awarded only the first time you are “caught”. No
repeats…who do you think we are?
 This promo will run through the rest of 2016…probably. Maybe
beyond that. We haven’t decided yet. 

Bulldog Pizza and Deli- August 13
-submitted by Mike Hillier
Several MINIs from MINI5280 and MINICoW made a trip Greeley, CO to visit Bulldog Pizza and Deli, 1815
65th Ave, Greeley CO 80634. Bulldog recently put a pro Law Enforcement billboard in Greeley and I
wanted to show them some support for publicly standing for those that keep us safe.
I made a tactical error when I created the event in Facebook and only those people that I had "friended"
saw the invite. Pro Tip: Have an Admin post your event for maximum exposure to club members!
In spite of my flub and resulting turnout we had a great lunch at Bulldog. The staff went out of their way
to make sure we enjoyed our meal. A fairly constant stream of EMS and Fire personnel during our visit
showed that they, too, appreciated Bulldog's stand.
The run began at Park n' Ride 120th/I-25 and Rhonda and I used rural roads to reach Greeley instead of
the more often used I-25 or US-85. I enjoy seeing the countryside and the view on County Highway 27
1/2 made the juice worth the squeeze!
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All Aboard! The Colorado Model Railroad Museum TourAugust 20
-submitted by Kimberly Pirri

Eight MINIs met up in Firestone to motor northeast to Greeley for a fantastic tour of the amazing
Colorado Model Railroad Museum. Of course we met up at Starbucks, so everyone had a chance to
fuel up on a little caffeine before we hit the road. Chris warned us to watch our speed, as he'd seen
many local LEOs on his test run. Wouldn't you know, we picked up a Weld County Sheriff as soon as
we turned off on Route 66E! Still, everyone held it together and the Sheriff had no chance to award
any driving commendations.
On arrival to the museum, it was a case of MINIs take the parking lot! We did leave a few spaces
open for other patrons, honest we did. I don't know about everyone else, but I was just speechless on
entering the museum! It's huge - 5,500 square feet filled with an awesome HO scale (the smallest!)
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model railroad. Mainline track over 1,224 feet long (equivalent to 20.5 miles), hundreds of buildings,
thousands of trees, a full-size Colorado & Southern wooden caboose, and over 600 artifacts!
Wowzers! The layout is modeled after the Oregon California and Eastern Railroad on the west coast,
although the creators did take some artistic license when building (from scratch!) all of the little towns
and scenes. During a typical day, nine trains are running on the layout. Each one is operated by an
Engineer as if it were a real train. The Engineers drive the trains, paying attention to instructions from
Dispatch, as well as track signals, and operational rules. For example, they run a Chlorine Tank Train
model - as a HazMat train, it must stay on the mainline, never go on a siding, and all other trains must
yield to it!
Everyone took off to check out the museum and see if they could locate the three MINIs, five
dinosaurs, and other fun details included in the eye-spy game. Our one and only Minion on the trip,
Ben Autobee, successfully located the five dinosaurs and won a prize, but no one was able to track
down all three MINIs. According to one of the museum guides, someone absconded with the third
MINI (before we got there)! Dang it! As we regrouped, we were treated to a backstage tour, to learn a
little more about how the trains are stored and operated. From our visit, the museum gained another
volunteer -- Scott Pride, an avid model railroader himself, signed up on the spot!
The group stopped over at the Greeley Farmer's Market before most of us grabbed a quick lunch at a
fast food joint... Then it was back on the road. Some folks had to head home immediately, but a few
stayed together for a run up Highway 34 to Estes Park, then onto Highway 36 into Boulder. Alas, our
motoring was thwarted by traffic! It was a gorgeous day and it seemed that the whole world decided,
like us, to drive 34 and 36. After toughing it out for over two hours, we parted ways just after getting
into Boulder.
The Colorado Model Railroad Museum is an amazing gem! I highly recommend a visit!
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Oranje Drive and Picnic- August 27
-submitted by Wes King

Saturday, August 27, club members Rob and Wes hosted an “Oranje” Drive and Picnic Lunch in
honor of their friend Tomas’ visit from Amsterdam, Netherlands. (Oranje is orange in Dutch, and
orange is the national color of the Netherlands.) With 12 cars and drivers, and several co-pilots, kids
and four-legged friends along for the ride, the group started in Castle Rock and made its way to
Kittredge for a picnic lunch. The route included Deer Creek Canyon—and its usual weekend load of
dozens of bicyclists. Once the group made it to Kittredge Park, everyone enjoyed conversation,
shade, dogs, a beautiful stream, awesome weather, and plenty of play space for the kids who came
along.
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So what prompted the drive? A quick story: Tomas spent his entire adult life in Amsterdam without a
driver’s license, or car. With its bicycle-focused culture, and mature public transportation, he never
deemed it important. But it was on Tomas’ first visit in 2012 that he fell in love with MINIs. Rob and
Wes had just gotten Pretje, their first MINI (an R56 Justa), weeks prior. On return to the Netherlands,
Tomas decided it was time to get a driver’s license, and not long after, a parking space in his
building—and his first MINI (a European model called the MINI One). It seemed fitting, then, to
connect his latest visit to MINI culture, including a club drive.
Also in attendance were new club members Patrick and Cindy, their daughter Caylin, and pup Teddy,
on their first club drive. Here, too, it seems Rob and Wes can share some blame of spreading the
MINI love. Patrick and Cindy, and Rob and Wes, moved into the same new Castle Rock
neighborhood in early 2015. It was after seeing the guys’ MINIs across the street that Patrick and
Cindy decided a visit to Schomp was in order when they were considering a new car, and a
Countryman S All4 was soon making friends with its MINI neighbors. Not longer after, Cindy replaced
her faithful Audi (after 200,000+ miles) with a new F56. Clearly MINI needs to start some sort of
customer referral program!
Thanks to everyone who joined along for the fun.
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Strut Tower Bracing
-submitted by Wes King

Strut tower deformation—more commonly referred to as “mushrooming”—is a common problem with
Gen 1 and 2 MINIs, especially when a car is driven in an exuberant manner, as some MINIs owners
tend to do. Hard cornering exerts forces on the sheet metal that forms the strut tower (the area under
the bonnet/hood where the front struts connect to the body structure), and those forces, over time,
can cause the sheet metal to round out and become deformed. Minor mushrooming may not be a
huge issue, but if allowed to continue unabated, it can lead to cracks in the sheet metal, or other
damage that cannot be economically justifiable to repair.
Thankfully, minor mushrooming can be corrected, and mushrooming in general can be prevented with
one of the simplest and most common of mods on the market. In this short piece, I’ll cover both.
Having just acquired a “new” R53 (2004 Cooper S) a few weeks back, I’ve just been through this
process myself.
There are two forms of strut tower bracing, and frequently they’re part of one, integrated solution.
The first consists of strut tower reinforcements, which essentially beef-up the structure, and correct
what one could easily describe as a design flaw in the MINI. These are often referred to by names
such as “strut tower defenders,” but there are many descriptors used in the market for the same basic
thing: thick metal plates that go on top of the strut tower and that the front strut is bolted through to. It
is this type of bracing that will prevent the mushrooming issue.
The second is a strut tower cross brace. Either with or without the reinforcements, a brace helps
stiffen the body and improves handling somewhat by helping prevent lateral flex in the front end by
connecting the two strut towers together.
Either of these solutions can be purchased from various suppliers either individually, or as a single
unit that serves both functions. On our R52 JCW, for example, the previous owner installed a cross
brace that connects to two of the three strut bolts on each side. The design does essentially nothing
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to prevent mushrooming, since there is no sheet metal reinforcement component, and will be
upgraded in the future. For the R53, however, I wanted an integrated solution, and chose the
combined offering from M7 Speed.
M7’s solution has 1/2" thick reinforcement plates, along with the cross brace that attaches to the
reinforcement plates once they’re in-place. At roughly $250, it’s not a terribly expensive option; a little
homework will reveal an array of similar options for a variety of vendors.
Getting the reinforcement plates onto the car was the first order of business. To start, the strut towers
didn’t look mushroomed, but removing the nuts from the strut attachment bolts and setting the plate
onto the strut tower revealed otherwise. If it doesn’t sit perfectly flat, there’s mushrooming.
Initially, I didn’t particularly want to deal with this on my own, but the instructions from M7 also
described how to correct the mushrooming, and I decided to give it a go. First, the previouslyremoved nuts need to be reattached to the strut bolts—hand tight is sufficient. That part of the car
must then be jacked-up to relieve pressure on the tower. A small block of 2x4 can then be positioned
onto the sheet metal of the strut tower, and using a small sledge hammer, I gave the tower a few
blows. Next, I checked the results with a small carpenter’s triangle; placed on top of the flat portion of
the tower, front to back, it easily showed whether there was still rounding of the sheet metal.
Once I was satisfied that the tower was flat, I lowered the vehicle, remove the nuts again, and tried
fitting the reinforcement plate. Not quite 100%, I repeated the process until the plate fit flatly against
the strut tower as it was supposed to, and then repeated on the other side of the car.
It’s worth noting that the process will remove the paint from the strut tower top; a little touch-up paint
and that was easily resolved.
Final installation of the reinforcements consisted of tightening the strut nuts at the suggested torque
value, then assembling and attaching the cross brace, again, using a torque wrench set to the values
M7 recommended.
A test drive revealed some improvement in handling and cornering characteristics. While not a
dramatic improvement, it was noticeable, and when later paired with a rear sway bar upgrade, the
end result was the sort of cornering ability I was looking for.
But most importantly? While I hated taking a sledge hammer to the car, I’m resting a bit easier
knowing that the strut towers in this R53 are in good shape—and will stay that way for years to come.
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Countryman Color Run- September 10
-submitted by Melissa Benson

On September 10th, ten Countryman owners and one brave hardtop went on the Countryman Color
Run. While called a Color Run, it actually was a white CM run with six of the ten being white… but not
for long. We took the twisty route up Turkey Creek to get to 285, then up to the turn off for Boreas
Pass near Jefferson. From there it was 17 miles to Breckenridge, but with rocky dirt roads, washouts
and photo ops, it took a couple hours to get there. Along the pass, we encountered hikers, bikers,
Jeeps, Subies, a Mustang, a dog, several dirt bikes and one Tesla. After a tasty lunch at the
Breckenridge Brewery, a few cars split off, but most motored up over Hoosier Pass and back around
to 285 to run back down to mile high altitude. Because my copilots bailed on me, I chose company
over driving and got to ride shotgun with Kim Pirri in Kermit. Even though Dusty was benched today, it
was mentioned that all the cars were “Dusty” on this drive.
-the following photos submitted by Kimberly Pirri
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-the following photos submitted by Rhonda Johnson
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Lee Maxwell’s Vintage Cool Washing Machines Tour,
Lunch and Drive –September 10
-submitted by Chris Chappell; photo credit Deb Rich
On Saturday, September 10th an enthusiastic group of 15
MINIs and their Not Normal ;) owners / families washed away
the blues, put it in "Sport" mode and had a terrific day!
We were invited, treated to, and granted exclusive access to
an incredibly unique collection of over 1,400 vintage washing
machines (World’s largest collection and Guinness certified
world record) and “liberating” gadgets from 1860 to 1990 that
had been creatively and lovingly restored by collector: Lee
Maxwell.
After a wonderful tour and stroll through the property and
surrounding area of the Maxwell museum, the 5280 crew had
a great lunch at Bruce's Tavern in Severance and then
embarked on an awesome drive of 500+ twisties, rollers, new
pavement and gorgeous Colorado scenery up Rist Canyon
and then ended with a delicious ice-cream dessert at the
timeless Dairy Delight in Loveland, Colorado.
A great time was had by all, many new members enjoyed
their first event and unanimously voted to return next year for
a repeat of this one-of-a-kind adventure!
Motor On!

Adam’s Polishes, Shelby Museum, Lunch and DriveSeptember 17
-submitted by Chris Chappell
Greetings all MINI5280 Members, MINIons, MINIiacs!
On Saturday, September 17th we gathered 15 MINIs and their owners for a car detail training session
at Adam’s Polishes in Louisville, CO. Lucky member Justin Anderson won a random $250.00 detail
done “while you watch” and got to drive away with his black MINI shined to a virtual mirror image! We
discovered and were educated on the do’s and don’ts of car care as well as winterizing tips and even
got to sample a new bottle of their “Pumpkin Spice” buttery car polish and receive a 20% discount on
their retail product line. A successful session was enjoyed by all!
After our polish session we had great Mexican fare for lunch and then ventured to the Shelby
Museum in Boulder to enjoy vintage automobiles from the halcyon days of American automotive
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racing legends and their incredible speed machines. A beautiful museum, “cars to drool over” said
one attendee and a chance to go back in time to the likes of
Carroll Shelby and his racing compatriots.
We topped off the day with a beautiful twisty, sun-drenched twilight drive through Nederland, Black
Hawk, Golden and Denver.
Motor On!

6th Annual Fall Colors Run –September 25
-submitted by Chris Chappell
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**Look Ma, A SUNDAY drive** Welcome to Fall Colors!
On Sunday, September 25th. Thirty-five (35) MINIs and their (60+ attendees) owners, friends and
families gathered in Golden, Colorado for the club’s 6th Annual Fall Colors Drive!
We drove the twisties of Lookout Mountain, the beautiful canyons of Golden and Black Hawk, enjoyed
a quick break in Idaho Springs and then ventured into the high country with a gorgeous photo stop at
Georgetown Lake, a jaunt over snowy Loveland pass and into Keystone, to the Breckenridge Brewery
for lunch and then enjoyed the spectacular, picturesque roads and fall beauty that Colorado can
uniquely offer with ascents and descents of Loveland, Hoosier, Red Hill, Kenosha and Guanella
passes! Mother Nature, once again, did not disappoint the 5280 crew as Big Horn sheep, Moose,
Cattle, Horses and varieties of flora and fauna blessed our camera lenses!
Thanks to everyone who attended and extra thanks to Bryson Hicks and Joel Burkholder who shared
in the ride captain responsibilities.
Please join us again next year and..Motor On!

Sherman Swafford’s beautiful Clubman, COCOA. 
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Noel Lyons would like to extend warmest thanks to the club: “So nice to
meet everyone outside of facebook at Melissa's BBQ! Thanks for making
newbies feel so welcome."

Buying a Used MINI

What do you get if you cross a Chrysler and a fiat?
A big car that doesn’t start.
While there is nothing like a new car there is a lot of value in buying a used car.
On the surface there seems like a lot of risk in buying a used car compared to buying a new car but
with some tips there can be a lot of reward and value in buying that used MINI.
When it comes to buying a used MINI I will always recommend, as with any potential used car
purchase, getting a Pre-Purchase Inspection. While the inspection can seem pricey upfront, this
inspection might just save you 1000s of dollars in dodging a basket case of problems. If a seller does
not want to be bothered with letting you get the vehicle inspected that is a huge red flag. If the vehicle
is as awesome as they said it is this should reinforce what they are saying. Don’t be the person that
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gets the Post Purchase Inspection and gets blindsided. This is a great time to have a good
relationship with a Technician that can sit down with you and break everything down. When buying a
used MINI the inspection is only part of the equation. The other part is your contribution. I would love
for you to be with the car and driving for at least an hour before getting the inspection done. While
you are with the car you should be taking notes of things you notice. You might notice something
during your time with the car that the Technician wouldn’t have noticed. Bring these notes and show
the Technician as it will give us a jump start on the inspection. With our combined efforts we will have
the best chance to getting you into the MINI of your dreams.
To be honest, there is no such thing as a used car without problems. I might be able to go as far to
say that there isn’t a car out there with nothing wrong with it, even new cars but we need to find your
level of problems you want to deal with. Every time I buy a used car there are a few things I like to do
to make me feel at peace. The first thing is to replace all of the fluids. I do this because I like to start
with a new slate and I will know for sure what’s in my MINI. The second is to clean it up. This may
include fixing some scratches, a detail, sealing up some oil leaks or tightening up some suspension.
What I’m saying is that, when finally find your MINI be prepared to invest beyond the initial purchase
price. It might sting a little at first but believe me your MINI will repay the favor.
I buy a lot of used cars, mostly BMW and MINI basically because they are my favorite cars. This just
gives me an opportunity to drive a lot of different types of cars and give a car another chance at life.
There are times when I run across a car that I truly feel bad for. If you were around at the right
moment you might hear me say something like, “Shhh, it’s going to be ok now, you’re in good hands.”
I want to share with you how I determine the value of a used MINI. I tried to generally break down
each area that I use to value a potential purchase into different sections. I could write a detailed list of
what I look for, but it would be very long and depend greatly on the car I was looking at.
1. Age and mileage. Universally, this is the main factor in considering the value of a vehicle. The
issue with this is that there is more than the mileage and age that determines the value, in my opinion,
but not the bank giving you the loan. I have seen cars over well over 100k miles that were in better
condition than cars at 60k miles. I have personally owned many cars over 200k miles that have done
me well. I could write a complete article about why people shouldn’t abandon their cars at 100k miles
and how they still have plenty of value to you. All I am trying to say is don’t judge a book by its cover.
2. Having service records. My favorite cars to buy are from clients or friends that I have a history with
their cars. I have known these cars for years and know them inside and out. I know how the car has
been treated and the possible future needs. Having the service records shows me that you tried your
best to keep up on repairs and services. These records come in handy when taking your new car to
your shop. Let your service team see these records; it will help in recommending future preventive
maintenance and possibly help in future diagnosing issues. The more information we have the better.
Go Team!
3. Exterior body overall condition. I’m a mechanical guy, not a body guy, so I’m hypersensitive to
issues with the body. If you think mechanical work is expensive wait until you have to pay out of
pocket for body work. That faded wing, random small dents and scratches, cracked windshield, faded
hood stripes and warped hood scoop add up quickly. Body and paint upkeep should always be a part
of your yearly maintenance budget. I have seen plenty of ugly cars that were mechanically sound. We
need to have a big picture before we make any decisions.
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4. Interior overall condition. I find that MINI and BMW interiors hold up well over time. The biggest
issue I see is driver’s seat cover wear. This isn’t a really big issue and I would consider it normal wear
and tear. This can be taken care of relatively cheaply. What I look for is for random cigarette burn, if
the car smells like smoke or something else unpleasant. These smells are very difficult to remove.
You spend a lot of time in the interior you want to make sure that you feel comfortable and relaxed
while driving. If you see that the interior is trashed this is a good representation on how the vehicle
has been treated.
5. Features. You want to make sure you are getting a car that has the features that you want and that
they are working. Seat heaters are a big one for me. I’ll use them even in the summer. You would be
surprised how many MINIs don’t have them. While most features can be added later we want to do
our best to make sure that there are no surprises after the purchase. While you are doing the initial
test drive use all of the features and bring up any hiccups that you noticed to the Technician. You are
spending a lot of money on this car, don’t settle.
6. Mechanical overall condition. This is the big one for most people. I can almost tell you what’s
wrong with your car, without even looking at it, depending on the mileage and age of your BMW or
MINI. Sometimes these issues are deal breakers for some people. If you’re looking for a used car
with no issues, give up. They do not exist. If you find one, it’s a unicorn. Hold onto that car tightly
because that is a rare car. The magic number I look for is 50k to 60k miles; even with a relative poor
maintenance schedule the car is still salvageable and has a good future. The danger zone is a car
around 75k miles. This seems to be the mileage when everything is starting to fail, and it’s especially
worse if there has been a poor maintenance plan. This is the mileage where we have the talk about if
you want to do what it takes to make it through this mileage. If you want to make the investment you
will have a very good chance of having one of those awesome cars that easily last past 200k miles.
7. Safety features. This is where if there are issues you have a real bargaining chip. I would put
features as airbags, seat belts, tires and brakes into this category. I don’t want to see any warning
lights on. No matter what’s going on with the car if there is an issue with any of the safety systems we
need to have a long hard talk about if this is the right car for you.
I know I drastically generalized the inspection process for a used car, but my main goal was to be
able to get you to focus on the parts instead of the whole. The last thing I want is for you to settle on a
car because it was too hard to get what you wanted. I promise you, there is a perfect car for you; we
just need to be prepared to find it.
As Always,
Happy Motoring!
Brian Peterman
BMW/MINI Master Technician
Shop Foreman at Avalon Motorsports
Msportdoctor@gmail.com
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-by Diana Peterman

Little prize in hand and a smile on her face, she was caught wearing her MINI5280 merchandise AND was the winner of
last month’s MINItainment. Name this fun-loving member…bonus points if you know what she drives and its name!

September MINItainment answers :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

What is the title of this item? MINI5280 Logo 2016 Baseball Jersey
MINI5280 Logo 2016 Infant Tshirt: in how many colors is this available?4
MINI5280 Logo 2016 Tank Top: fill in the blank: “Smaller cut, designed to fit __tightly________.”
How many ounces does this travel mug hold?16oz
MINI5280 Logo 2016 Zip Hoodie: which size costs an additional $3? 2x
MINI5280 Logo Car Maternity Tshirt: this is listed twice; what are the total colors in which it is availale? 5: black,
navy, charoal, coral, white
MINI5280 Logo Car Tedd Bear: how much does this cost? $15.99
MINI5280 Logo Car Tote: what are the three ways in which this is suggested to be used? Grocery bag, library
tote, beach tote
MINI5280 Logo Car Yard Sign: what are the measurements? 22”x15”
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Whether you drive for motivation or relaxation, an essential part of the driving experience is our
choice in music. Check out this list of some member favorites.
Driver’s Seat by Sniff ‘n’ the Tears
Chasing Cars by Snow Patrol
Let’s Go by the Cars
Room at the Top by Adam Ant
My Favourite Game by The Cardigans
Victorious! by Panic! At the Disco
Cliffs of Dover by Eric Johnson
Time Warm from Rocky Horror Picture Show
You’re My Best Friend by Queen
Motorcycle Driveby by Third Eye Blind
Bohemian Rhapsody by Queen
Wona by Mumford + Sons
Holiday Road by Lindsay Buckingham
Alice’s Restaurant by Arlo Guthrie
The Unicorn by The Irish Rovers
Bad Case of Love by BB King
The Bug by Dire Straits
Rebirth of Slick by Digable Planets

See the new calendar of events on our website! Click the link below to check out the calendar on the
MINI5280 website and add it to your Google Calendar.

MINI5280 Calendar







6 Oct
8 Oct
15 Oct
22 Oct
30 Oct
5 Nov

MiniCOW October Meeting
The Outlaw Trail Ends Here! Wyoming Territorial Prison
National Museum-World War II Aviation Tour, Drive, Lunch
MiniCOW Fall Overnighter in Saratoga
Colorado Prison Museum and Holy Cross Abbey Winery
Yalla Yalla 2016
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-submitted by Rhonda Johnson and Melissa Benson

Yalla Yalla is shaping up nicely this year!! We have the starting location and time set: 9am at the
Orchard Town Center (144th and I-25) in the big parking lot behind the REI store, which is on the
northwest side of the shopping center. With generous help from Schomp, Melissa and I are working
hard to make this an awesome rally for you all. The route has been scouted and we are getting really
creative with our directions this year. The ending location is, of course, TOP SECRET, and we aren't
telling ANYONE where it is.
We can't wait to share the day with you all. I've been surprised when I hear what other club members
wanted to be when they grew up and am excited to see everyone’s costumes! Carl and I are working
on getting our outfits together. This should be so fun to see what our personalities were when we
were younger. I know I am nothing like what I wanted to be when I was 5 yrs old, and you all will
probably get a huge laugh out of it.
Don't forget the charity we are helping Schomp out with this year, Freethegirls.org. Please bring any
gently used bras that are shoved to the back of your dresser drawer to help out women who are
survivors of sex-trafficking.

Use the links below from our website for information and direction about your membership:
General Membership Info

Renewing Members

New Membership

To Check Your Membership Expiration
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Remember to visit our store at CafePress! Just click on the logo of your choice and see what fun
things you can order!
Click the following link to get the goods now:

MINI5280 CafePress Store

#mini5280
If you post your MINI5280-related photos to Instagram, please tag them w ith #m ini5280
What is Instagram?
Instagram is an online mobile photo-sharing, video-sharing, and social netw orking service that enables its users to take pictures and videos, and share
them either publicly or privately on the app, as w ell as through a variety of other social netw orking platforms, such as Facebook, Tw itter, Tumblr, and
Flickr. (Source: Wikipedia)

Does your MINI want a chance in the spotlight? Show it off! Send a few pictures of you and/or
your MINI along with a brief description to secretary@mini5280.org and they will be featured in
the following month's newsletter!
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